Mothers’ Union Diocese of Salisbury (MUDoS) has entered into a Co-Controller Agreement with central Mothers’ Union (MSH) about a digital storage facility created by MSH for member data. This facility is known as the ‘Directory’. The Co-Controller Agreement requires that Mothers’ Union members are notified of these arrangements and the purposes put in place by it.

The Co-Controller Agreement (that can be viewed on www.salisbury.anglican.org/mission/mothers-union) is about MSH’s and MUDoS’ arrangements regarding the sharing for Agreed Purposes - see below for a definition of personal data from the Directory (Shared Personal Data).

**Shared Personal Data** means personal data relating to members and that may need to be shared and processed between MSH and MUDoS.

It is confined to the following categories of information:

- The names, e-mail addresses, telephone numbers, addresses and role titles of members
- Areas of interest and personal contact preferences of members
- Subscription, donation and other forms of payments of members.

**Agreed Purposes** are the purposes for which Shared Personal Data can be shared and processed between MSH and MUDoS.

These purposes are:

- To enable MSH to carry out its contractual obligations to MUDoS
- To enable MUDoS to maintain and circulate to its membership, for the purpose of “legitimate interests” pursued by it, up-to-date member contact details and any other Shared Personal Data listed above
- To enable MSH to provide members in Britain and Ireland with direct secure access to their own personal records - for updating and correcting of information.

Please refer for full legal details to the Mothers’ Union Diocese of Salisbury Fair Processing Notice relating to Co-Controller Agreement available on: www.salisbury.anglican.org/mission/mothers-union.
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